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Details of Visit:

Author: Freamon
Location 2: Central London
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 8 Dec 2009 21.00
Duration of Visit: 1 hr
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Amy Vergnes
Website: http://www.adoreamy.co.uk
Phone: 07510575903

The Premises:

Very nice and well furnished serviced apartment in Pimlico, a short walk from the tube. Amy had the
lights low in the bedroom with some candles which was a very nice touch and set the perfect mood.

The Lady:

In a word, wow! Amy's pictures and pen portrait on her website are spot on: petite and curvy figure,
beautiful full breasts, smooth skin, long dark hair and piercing blue eyes that were striking even in
the subdued lighting. 

The Story:

I had a wonderful time, one of my best ever, so much so that for once I'm tempted to write one of
those coy 'what happened will remain private between us' reports. However, given how useless I
find those, I won't. So here goes...

In terms of services Amy's website tells it as it is. Amy loves to kiss and is a fantastic kisser, the
effect being that she had me fully aroused without even the merest touch below the belt! Oral is
'with' but, as she says, you barely notice the difference - I'll admit to being close to disgrace at more
than one moment! And the sex - including A - was wonderful; it had an amazing tender urgency to it
and when I came with Amy in cowgirl it was head-to-toe-shudderingly intense: incroyable!

Most importantly though, Amy does everything she does as if she means it; I lived that 'I forgot it
was a service' checklist phrase for field reports on The Erotic Review. In the moment, being with
Amy just felt like being with a beautiful, sexy lover as opposed to 'a service' or even a 'GFE' - which,
of course, may make Amy the definitive GFE!

In short, Amy is the (horny) thinking man's woman. Her physical charms are indeed undeniable but
it's her personality and sheer sensuality that make her special and stand out. Amy is wonderful
company and we managed a conversation long beyond the scheduled time that was sincere and
intelligent while also truly engaging and easy going. I now understand what the fuss is about and
Amy fully deserves her (growing) legend and legion of fans. I'll definitely be back, as soon as I can
in fact!
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